COMMUNITY BOARD 8, QUEENS
FUNCTIONAL COMMITTEE
As of August 1, 2013

AGING
Dilafroz Ahmed
Carolyn Baker-Brown
Allen Eisenstein
Mary Maggio Fischer CHAIR
Florence Fisher
Elke Maerz
Frances Peterson
Annie Salvatore
Jacob Weinberg
Stanley Weinblatt

HUMAN SERVICES
Dilafroz Ahmed
Carolyn Baker-Brown
Mary Maggio Fischer
Elke Maerz
Simon Pelman CHAIR
Frances Peterson
Robert D. Van Pelt
Jacob Weinberg
Albert Willingham

TRANSPORTATION
Allen J. Bennett
Susan Cleary
Kenneth Cohen, II
Monica Corbett
Maria DeInnocentiis
Allen Eisenstein
Florence Fisher
Kevin Forrestal
Howard Fried
Tami Hirsch
Paul Lazauskas
Tammy Osherov
Jesse Rosenbaum CHAIR
Anna Sawchuk
Seymour Schwartz
Michael Sidell

LIQUOR LICENSE
Michael Hannibal - CHAIR
Monica Corbett
Brian DeMasters
Carolann Foley
Kevin Forrestal
Mark J. Lefkof
Mitch Lisker
Samuel Rodriguez
Steven Sadofsky

INTERNAL BUDGET CB8
Maria DeInnocentiis
James Gallagher
Marc A. Haken
Tami Hirsch
Seymour Schwartz
Martha Taylor
CHAIR - Vacant

PUBLIC SAFETY
Allen J. Bennett
Carolann Foley
James Gallagher
Michael Hannibal
Mark J. Lefkof CHAIR
Mitch Lisker
Frances Peterson
Harbachan Singh
Stanley Weinblatt

BUILDING/HOUSING
Susan Cleary
Mary Maggio Fischer
Florence Fisher CHAIR
Michael Hannibal
Robert Harris
Paul Lazauskas
Mitch Lisker
Frank Magri
Tammy Osherov
Steven Sadofsky
Annie Salvatore
Michael Sidell
Martha Taylor CHAIR
*David Kulick

PARKS
Jagir Singh Bains
Robert Block
Kenneth Cohen, II
Marc A. Haken
Robert Harris
Frank Magri
Tammy Osherov
Steven Sadofsky

DEP/SANITATION
Susan Cleary
Brian DeMasters
Kevin Forrestal CHAIR
Michael Hannibal
Paul Lazauskas
Norma Stegmaier
Albert Willingham

GOV’T AFFAIRS
Howard A. Fried
Steve Konigsberg
Elke Maerz
Charlton Rhee
Samuel Rodriguez
Seymour Schwartz
Harbachan Singh, CHAIR
Martha Taylor

LIBRARY/EDUCATION AND YOUTH
Jagir Singh Bains
Robert Block
Edward Chung
Kenneth Cohen, II
Carolann Foley
James Gallagher
Marc A. Haken CHAIR
Frank Magri
Jesse Rosenbaum
Steven Sadofsky

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY FOR ALL COMMITTEES
Vacant

BUDGET/CAPITAL/EXP
Vacant - CHAIR
Maria DeInnocentiis
Mark J. Lefkof
Seymour Schwartz
Harbachan Singh

*Indicates non-board member on Committee